Learn More About Your Saanjh Kendra
Making a Local Experience an Event

Saanjh Kendras Visitors

Visit 13 - 19 February, 2019

Citizens in Partnership with Police

13 - 19 February, 2019
The Saanjh Kendra Visitors Week is organized by Punjab police together civil society organizations and citizens of Punjab. During this week, citizens will be visiting Saanjh Kendras in Punjab to assess the quality of the service available. They will use the Saanjh Kit - a tool developed to facilitate visits and to promote better police-community relations.

The Saanjh Kendra Visitors Week is an opportunity for the public to assess and become acquainted with the service delivery in Saanjh Kendra. In turn, the police will benefit from the visits as they seek ways to further improve their service, while learning from the results of the Saanjh Kendra Visitors Kit.

Police will recognize the Saanjh Kendras that visitors rated most highly and share their good practices.

• Forum to have dignified access to police services
• Forum to ensure citizens security and safety
• Forum for police-citizen partnership
• Forum for dispute resolution and victim relief
• Forum for redressal of grievances